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Based on the analysis of original sources, the changes in pedagogical component of Homiletics (Church Eloquence) in Kyiv Theological Academy at the beginning of the 20th century have been revealed in the article. The forms of teaching this discipline have been characterized. They were lectures, practical classes, repetitions, colloquiums, exams, students' independent extra-curriculum work, writing sermons and candidate works. Educational and methodical support of teaching has been determined. The general professional level of Homiletics lecturers (V. Pevnytsky, M. Grossu, T. Liashchenko (Archimandrite Tikhon)) has been characterized. The article focuses on V. Pevnytsky's contribution to development of Homiletics as a subject in Kyiv Theological Academy in the period under research.
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The aim of the study is to reveal the specific features of teaching Homiletics in Kyiv Theological Academy as pedagogically oriented discipline at the end of the 19th century – at the beginning of the 20th century.

Analysis of recent research and publications. The historical development of Homiletics as an academic discipline and science was studied by M. Grossu (he studied the activity of V. Pevnytsky as Homiletics specialist), P. Nikolaievsky (he investigated Russian sermon in the 15th – 16th centuries), V. Pevnytsky (he studied the development of Church Eloquence in the Middle Ages and New time), M. Petrov (he investigated Homiletics at KTA before it was reformed in 1819) and G. Chuba (she studied the influence of Protestant Homiletics on the development of Ukrainian church preaching at the end of the 16th – 17th centuries). M. Kataiev, M. Patorzynsky, P. Zaviediev, A. Razumikhin and other researchers carried out the research.
The new statute differed only in the level of detailing the educational material was dedicated to the theory of preaching. Only some components were nearly the same. The student determined such a weak pedagogical orientation of the content of the programs, even less than in V. Pevnytskyi and M. Grossu's programs. It is presented in the introduction where the practical tasks of the science are revealed. It is also noted in section "Theory and Practice of Church Preaching" which covers less than 10% of all program. It is specified in the section that the main principles of Church Eloquence and requirements for preaching will be revealed in practical classes. The main part of the programs is dedicated to the history of Homiletics, in which educational orientation of activities of some preachers (for instance, Jesus Christ) is sometimes characterized.

During the investigated period, the control over training programs had certain positive influence on the quality of substantive content of Homiletics. Programs on Church Eloquence always satisfied the conditions that monitored them. So, they revealed the subject fully and corresponded to that time level of the scientific development, as well as the tasks and aims of academic teaching.

The analysis of "Program of Readings on Homiletics and History of Preaching for the Third Year Students of Kyiv Theological Academy for the upcoming 1895–1896 academic year" developed by V. Pevnytskyi and the similar document for 1898–1899 academic year [11, p. 90–99; 12, p. 49–52] has shown that about a quarter of the educational material was dedicated to the theory of preaching. Only some subjects had pedagogical orientation. They were themes about the essence and content of preaching, orientation of it ("church-biblical character", popularity), compilation, language, peculiarities of pronouncing and improvisation of preaching.

In subsequent years, the program was reconstructed, but the pedagogical component was nearly the same. The problem of relationship between preacher's personality and peculiarities of his preaching activity and the problem of the kinds of church sermons were the only to add [13, p. 52–53; 14, p. 23, 24].

The study of the programs of readings on Homiletics and History of Preaching for 1907–1908, 1909–1910 academic years [15, p. 28–31; 16, p. 7] lets us suggest that M. Grossu, their author, did not change the amount and content of the pedagogical component. It remained the same, as it was in V. Pevnytskyi's programs.

Homiletics programs drawn by T. Liashchenko remained unchanged during all the period of his pedagogical activity. They differed only in the level of detailing the description of the content of the academic discipline. The analysis of the archival materials [17, p. 88–89; 19, p. 92] indicates very weak pedagogical orientation of the content of the programs, even less than in V. Pevnytskyi and M. Grossu's programs. It is presented in the introduction where the practical tasks of the science are revealed. It is also noted in section "Theory and Practice of Church Preaching" which covers less than 10% of all program. It is specified in the section that the main principles of Church Eloquence and requirements for preaching will be revealed in practical classes. The main part of the programs is dedicated to the history of Homiletics, in which educational orientation of activities of some preachers (for instance, Jesus Christ) is sometimes characterized.

Like during the second half of the 1880s – the first half of the 1890s, successful mastery of the content of Homiletics at KTA during the studied period was due to giving lectures, practical classes, repetitions, colloquiums, exams, students' independent extra-curriculum work, writing sermons, candidate and master's works [1].

Before introduction of the statute of Orthodox theological academies in 1910, lectures in Church Eloquence were given for the third and fourth year students annually [8, p. 409]. The new statute determined that Homiletics lecturer had to teach Pastoral Theology as well. These two subjects were taught by one department.

In this case, the document provided that a lecturer had to teach "the first subject giving 5 lectures a week during one year and the second subject giving 5 lectures a week during another year. In both cases, they were lectures for students of two courses" [2, p. 420]. These 5 lectures practically included "three theoretical classes lasting 50 minutes and two practical classes lasting 100 minutes". So, in 1911–1912, 1913–1914, 1915–1916 and 1917–1918 academic years, the third and fourth year students together had 3 lectures in Church Eloquence a week [10, p. 57; 18, p. 92]. Sometimes lectures were combined with practical classes. For instance, the classes on November 29 and December 13, 1902 included analyses of students' sermons and revelation of theoretical material [14, p. 27–33]. After introduction of the statute of 1910, there was no need in such classes any longer, as the statute obliged lecturer to conduct a practical class lasting 100 minutes every week.

In practical classes in Homiletics, lecturers organized the analysis of homiletic works, "led students" in preaching, taught them to read sermon well and gave them opportunities to practice proclaiming sermons learnt by heart and speaking impromptu [2, p. 427]. At the end of the 19th century – at the beginning of the 20th century, in practical classes the lecturers started to pay more attention to students' proclaiming sermons and their further analysis. While analyzing student's speech, the lecturer paid attention to the content of sermon (its educational orientation), purity of language and future preacher's pedagogical technique [18; 19, p. 92]. So, starting from 1911–1912 academic year, practical classes in Church Eloquence had greater pedagogical component than lectures.

The analysis of original sources [4, p. 58; 10, p. 58] has shown that there were no peculiar changes in writing sermons by students. They had to prepare one sermon every year. It took them a month to write it.

Writing candidate and master's works remained the important form of teaching Homiletics in the period under research. Unfortunately, after V. Pevnytskyi's dismissal, the quantity of KTA students' thesis on Church Eloquence decreased several times. Despite this fact, from 1895–1896 academic year to 1914–1915 academic year, there were more thesis on Church Eloquence than on Pedagogy and Pastoral Theology. These works mainly had pedagogical component, but there were work without it. For instance, M. Khoroshlyov's thesis "Russian Church Preaching of the second half of the 19th century in its Struggle against Materialism and Socialism" did not have pedagogical component. The student determined such tasks of his work as: "to collect and combine rich polemical material (against materialism and socialism) and to highlight, if possible, its scientific value" [3, p. 600]. There were three chapters in this thesis. In the first chapter M. Khoroshlyov made a brief essay about development of Russian materialism and socialism in the second half of the 19th century. In the second chapter, the author revealed how preachers had struggled against the fundamental principles of materialism, and in the third chapter he described how preachers had shown the falsity of the ideas of socialism. In the second and third chapters, M. Khoroshlyov cited the relevant quotations from preaching literature for each question against which the preachers were. The quotations were mainly from sermons of Right Reverend Ambrose Kharkivskyi, Ioann Smolenskyi, Nikanor Khersonskyi, archpriest I. Sergievskyi, Professor V. Pevnytskyi [3, p. 601–602].

There were some educators' works which had the largest pedagogical component. These were the works of G. Ivanov ("Sermons of Stefan lavorskyi"), A. Ielchukov ("Feofilakt Rusanov and his
sermons”), M. Golubtsov "St Gregory Palamas and his sermons", I. Paslavskiy ("Peter Chrysologus, Archbishop of Ravenna and his sermons"), O. Sapozhnikov ("Metropolitan Philaret (Amphiteatrotov) as a preacher"), A. Simonovich ("Gideon Krinosky and his sermons"), Ie. Ergardi ("St Demetrius of Rostov. His homiletic ideas and preaching") and some others. Basically, theses chapters, which presented teaching and dogmatic sermons of church leaders, had pedagogical orientation. For instance, in I. Paslavskiy's work, there was a pedagogical component in chapters 2, 3 and 4 of the second part which presented teaching and dogmatic sermons and pedagogical skills of Peter Chrysologus while proclaiming a sermon /[5]. In O. Sapozhnikov's work, chapters 3 and 4 are pedagogically oriented; the content of teaching and dogmatic sermons is revealed in these chapters /[6].

During the second half of the 1880s – the first half of the 1890s, students' independent extra-curriculum work included only reading books on the subject. However, during the period under research, it was diversified. It was due to students' involvement in club work. In April 1904, preaching club started to work at KTA. The main tasks of this club at the initial stage of its functioning were: extension of students' knowledge on the theory and history of Homiletics and preaching the word of God in churches in Kyiv. In order to enrich students' knowledge on Church Eloquence, for example, during 1908-1909 academic year, four talks were given. The topics of the talks were the following: "About reviving the spirit of preaching", "Homiletic material in St Tikhon Zadonsky's work "Spiritual Treasure Collected from the World!", "About influence of Catholicism on the Russian sermon", "Ambrose Kharkivsky and his "Living word". The organizers of the club asserted that "theoretical foundations, which were determined by means of historical-theoretical study of church preaching, were used by club members in their real sermons" /[8, p. 420].

The club members preached in Kyiv churches. For instance, they proclaimed 192 sermons in 1906–1907 academic year and 150 sermons in 1909–1910 academic year /[7, p. 432]. When the club was headed by N. Gross, weekly meetings on Fridays started to be held in order to improve preaching. At these meetings, students who were going to proclaim sermons on Sunday read their sermons. If sermons were not ready, students and a lecturer determined their main ideas, the ways to express them etc.

Starting from 1910–1911 academic year, the tasks of the club narrowed, and the club members were only engaged in preaching in Kyiv churches. It has been found out that they proclaimed 153 sermons in 1912–1913 academic year and 154 sermons in 1914–1915 academic year.

As for the repetitions and colloquiums, it should be noticed that they were not conducted in Homiletics classes in some years. The analysis of the archival materials /[14; p. 18] has shown that there were no Homiletics repetitions and colloquiums in 1902–1903 and 1913–1914 academic years. Certainly, it had negative influence on the quality of teaching Homiletics.

As before, no Homiletics textbooks for KTA students were published in the studied period. In order to expand and deepen knowledge gained at lectures, students had an opportunity to use V. Pevnytskyi's numerous works on history and theory of preaching. Also, students could use Church Eloquence textbooks and tutorials published by lecturers of other academies in the second half of the 19th century – at the beginning of the 20th century. There were a lot of these books at KTA library.

Unlike the second half of the 1880s – the first half of the 1890s when Homiletics was taught only by V. Pevnytskyi, in the studied period three mentors taught this subject alternately. V. Pevnytskyi continued his pedagogical activity at Homiletics Department till 1906. Teaching Church Eloquence from 1862, Vasyl Fedorovych Pevnytskyi managed to maintain a high level of teaching this discipline just like it was in times of Ia. Amphiteatrov and N. Favorov. During the studied period, V. Pevnytskyi managed to combine optimally the work of a lecturer, scientist, administrator and scientific advisor of students' research works. Students always respected him and spoke about him and his pedagogical skills with enthusiasm. They told: "The specific features of his lectures in Homiletics were general erudition, deep and subtle analysis, artistic presentation and high enthusiasm. Vasyl Fedorovych both taught theory and history of preaching and proclaimed sermons in churches. Like his lectures, the sermons of Vasyl Fedorovych had elegance of presentation and high inspiration - they were the examples of oratory, attracted general attention and, as a result, the author was called Zlatoust of Kyiv" /[9, p. 488].

After V. Pevnytskyi's retirement, M. Grossu, the priest, candidate of theology and a lecturer at Kyiv theological seminary, took the vacant position, according to the decision of KTA Council on 31st August, 1906 /[7, p. 403]. In June 1908, he attained the scientific degree of Master of Theology and took the position of Assistant Professor. Though he succeeded in his own scientific work, he was not able to involve students in writing candidate theses as actively as Vasyl Fedorovych did it. M. Grossu's important achievement was establishment of preaching club at KTA. Gradually, the lecturer gained experience at KTA, and in 1910 he was appointed to the position of Extraordinary Professor. Unfortunately, M. Grossu did not have opportunities to develop as Homiletics lecturer. In 1910 he left the department and started to work at the Department of History of Greek Eastern Church /[9, p. 499].

According to the order of the Holy Synod on the 1 of December 1910, T. Liashchenko, the priest, candidate of Theology, was appointed to the post of a lecturer at the Department of Pastoral Theology with Asceticism and Homiletics. He started his pedagogical career at KTA in the position of acting Assistant Professor. When going to the academy during 1905–1909, T. Liashchenko spent much time studying the works of holy fathers and teacher of the church. He dedicated his activity mainly to Patristics when he was professorial scholar in 1909–1910 academic year. In M. Grossu's opinion, due to deep knowledge of heritage of the holy fathers, T. Liashchenko "is able to cope with scientific difficulties" of the Department of Pastoral Theology with Asceticism and Homiletics. M. Grossu stressed that T. Liashchenko was the only monk who taught Homiletics at KTA. Adoption of monasticism made it possible for Tikhon to take the post of inspector of the academy in 1914. From this moment, he combined administrative work with teaching activity /[10, p. 31; 19].

Conclusion and perspectives of further research. So, at the end of the 19th century – at the beginning of the 20th century, Homiletics at KTA was an important subject which provided students' training for moral-religious upbringing of congregation. The peculiarity of the content of this academic discipline was significant reduction in pedagogical component that was presented at lectures. Homiletics practical classes had greater pedagogical component than lectures. The innovation
of the studied period was students' involvement in club work, which provided gaining experience in preaching the word of God and contributed to the expansion of students' knowledge on theory and history of Church Eloquence. The other peculiarities of development of Homiletics in the studied period were: infrequent use of repetitions and colloquiums as forms of control over students’ educational activity, lack of Homiletics textbooks for KTA students, reduction of quantity of theses on Church Eloquence after V. Pevnytskyi's retirement, teaching this subject by the monk. The perspective topic of further research may be the study of the content of seminarians' training for moral-religious upbringing of congregation at the end of the 19th century – at the beginning of the 20th century.
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